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VIZ Media LLC. Paperback. Condition: New. Yuu Watase (illustrator). 192 pages. Dimensions: 7.4in. x
5.0in. x 0.7in.An action-packed shonen fantasy from the acclaimed author of Fushigi Ygi!In a
mythical world where humans and gods coexist, a ceremony marking the new governing princess is
about to occur for the first time in 60 years. Only a girl from the Hime Clan may take this position,
but the lack of females born to this family means that a boy called Arata must pose for the role.
Meanwhile in modern-day Japan, a boy named Arata Hinohara is starting his new life in high
school. He wants to put memories of his difficult past behind him, but things arent going to be
simple when he discovers a mysterious connection to the first Arata. . . As Hinoharas battle against
his tormentor Kadowaki rages on, Shinsho Kannagi and Akachi continue their epic fight to the
finish! Kannagi is determined to take his Hayagami back from Akachi and make him submit, but the
price of winning comes at a terrible priceespecially when Akachi reveals his shocking confession!
Reads R to L (Japanese Style) for teen audiences. This item ships from multiple locations. Your
book may arrive...
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ReviewsReviews

It in one of my personal favorite ebook. I was able to comprehended everything using this created e ebook. I am just pleased to tell you that here is the
greatest ebook i have got read through within my own lifestyle and may be he finest publication for possibly.
-- Timothy Johnson DVM-- Timothy Johnson DVM

This ebook is indeed gripping and fascinating. It is definitely simplistic but excitement from the 50 % of your book. You wont sense monotony at at any
time of your own time (that's what catalogs are for relating to should you check with me).
-- Mr. David Stanton Jr.-- Mr. David Stanton Jr.
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